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Abstract: In the paper, visual package design as a media of communicating strategic brand intent
is explored. The paper has two major parts and objectives. First, we discuss brand and package
communication in the light of existing theoretical perspectives to create an overall understanding
of the topic and identify a general framework to be used in further studies. Second, we report on an
empirical student project in which explored visual brand communication through packages in
practice. In particular, a design process for analyzing improving the package communication of
Fiskars garden tools is presented. In addition to a theoretical contribution to the fields of brand
management and design, the paper offers an exemplary student project to be utilized and further
developed in design education.
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1. Introduction
Communication of strategic brand intent (brand essence) is a major communication objective for companies
operating in competitive markets. Companies have set out to achieve brand recognition and consistent brand
communication through various means. Product design is considered a key ingredient in fostering a strong visual
identity for a brand [18,19,36,41], and in creating brand value [4]. In addition to the communicative contents of
products in branding context, product packaging has gained wide research interest. As one of the earliest studies
in the packaging field, Pilditch wrote about the supermarkets‟ silent salesmen and illustrated the marketing
potential of consumer product packaging in 1961 [33]. He argued that package is the connecting link between
company and consumer, and consumer‟s purchase decision is dependent on the package.

1. 1 Brand communication through product packages
There exists a number of more recent studies showing that the role of packages in marketing and brand
communication is central [2,5,20,30,39]. Expressive visual designs are employed to support the communication
and the brand strategies of consumer products [27,46,47]. In branding, successful product packaging hinges on
visual creativity, strong communication, and understanding of customers‟ perceptions, needs and desires [38].
Packaging is regarded as a topical concern of marketing and product decisions at least from three main
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perspectives. First, given the amount of brands and products that consumers face, companies are forced to
differentiate their products clearly from competitors. In cluttered markets, distinctive package design is an
effective way to gain consumer notice [3,14,26]. Second, it is shown that product decisions are often made at the
point of purchase through rapid processes of perception, which proposes that packages need to embody strong
visual elements to enable recognition [5,20]. Third, it seems that traditional means of advertising are losing their
power as the result of the overflow of messages within various media channels. Only few advertising messages
stay in consumers‟ long-term memory, and purchase decisions are more often made at the point of purchase
[42,46,47]. In such situation, positive brand associations supported by package design can have a significant
impact on purchase decisions. Market success is increasingly dependent on the positive meanings and
associations that products communicate [7,16,42], which has increased companies‟ interests towards more
expressive package designs. Packages need to support the symbolic story telling that is characteristic of the
contemporary “dream society” [15] or “experience economy” [34].

1.2 Research gap and objectives
Most studies on package communication are found within the field of marketing management, with strong
consumer focus and emphasis on quantitative data. The perspective of design – how the communicative aspects
are created in packages – has been in smaller focus. The process of transforming the brand essence and strategic
intent into visual forms and representations should be more studied. During the process, designers make choices
regarding product characteristics, decide how to mix different design elements, and determine the desired level
of congruity among them [3,30]. Such a holistic view on package design is not often dealt in current studies that
often focus on specific isolated characteristics such as colors and logos. Empirical qualitative studies are needed
to gain deeper understanding about the holistic meanings created through package design.
In this paper, we discuss visual package design as a media of communicating strategic brand intent, particularly
from the design point of view. The paper has two major parts and objectives. First, we discuss brand and visual
package communication in the light of existing theoretical perspectives to create an overall understanding of the
topic and identify a general framework to be used in further studies. Second, we briefly report on an empirical
student project that explored visual brand communication through packages in practice.

2. Products as communication
Our focus is on the visual features that are used as communicative media to transform the brand‟s strategic intent
to a mediated user experience. The communicative potential of products may be approached from five different
perspectives [8]: (1) Product as employing a language that consumers read, (2) Product as a part of a sign
system, (3) Product as an instrument or persuasion or argument, (4) Product as a component of social interaction,
and (5) Product as the message or medium in a sender-receiver process. These views are integrated in practice,
but offer alternative points of focus for research purposes. The fifth one is the main perspective in this paper.
Traditionally, the sender-receiver process has been approached by different types of diagrammatic models [8].
One of the earliest and most famous models in the design field is the diagram of Krippendorff and Butter [24].
The Krippendorff and Butter (KB) model, presented in figure 1, is interesting for us while it highlights the
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involvement of design, engineering, and marketing parties in the design process, the realization phase, and
notices the symbolic channels of communication in side with the technical ones.

Figure. 1 Krippendorff and Butter model [24]

2.1 Transmitting and creating meanings
The KB model and most of the similar communication models view meaning creation as one-directional process.
Such approaches suggest that producers can thus use their products intentionally to transmit meanings to
potential target audience. However, despite the possibilities to manipulate perception, how and what meanings
are eventually created within product-user interaction is eventually out of the producer‟s control. In
communication research, this model of one-dimensional transmission is often challenged by the view that
emphasizes the role of the user-product interaction, the one of shared meaning creation [9]. This view is also
supported by the contemporary marketing and branding literature that increasingly discusses “co-created”
meanings and symbolism within specific physical and virtual brand communities. In this context, co-creation can
occur, for instance, through “tribal marketing” [6,21] and joint (cultural) meaning production of marketers and
consumers [31,32]. The notion of co-creation also refers to the modern comprehension of branding and identity
building, so-called holistic perspective on branding [1,12,13,17,25].
As a mere methodological choice, intentional transmission from the producer to the user is our primary context
of analysis. In practice, of course, the perspective of “co-created” meanings cannot be neglected, and it functions
as a given construction at the background of our study. Acknowledgement of various meanings that may be
created in the product-user interaction is also embedded in the realization phase of the KB model. Within the
communication process, hence, the focus of our paper is on the relationship between the sender (company with
strategic intent that is realized through the brand) and media. In specific, we are interested in how design can
communicate the brand essence through strategic acts of „semantic transformation‟ [18]. Through these acts,
qualitative brand descriptions are transformed into value-based design features, and these generate the intended
meaning of products. The notion of semantic transformation is derived from the field of design semantics that
comprises a variety of approaches towards design as communication media [18,19,22,23,28,29,40,45].
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2.2 Visual package design as communication media
Package design includes various complex aspects, ranging from engineered functional attributes (ergonomics,
durability, recyclability, manufacturability, etc.) to visual and tactile attributes, i.e. elements that create the
perceived appearance of the package [30]. On the generic level, visual package design can influence consumers‟
choice through six “appearance roles” [7]: Communication of (1) aesthetic, (2) symbolic, (3) functional, and (4)
ergonomic information, (5) attention drawing; and (6) categorization. A product‟s appearance can have aesthetic
and symbolic value for consumers, communicate functional characteristics and give a quality impression
(functional value), and communicate ease of use (ergonomic value). In addition, it can draw attention and can
influence the ease of categorization of the product. There are several studies suggesting that the process of
creating attention and categorization are strongly affected by the visual messages of packages
[2,5,10,11,20,30,42].
Of the package design features, color is recognized to be the most powerful one (in comparison with shape and
graphics) [2,5,11,20,39,42]. Colors help consumers to categorize products and recognize brands especially
within the fields of high competition and marginal technical differences between products such as daily goods
and other low involvement products. In addition to colors, package design has been studied, for example, with
focus on verbal and visual elements [35], graphic variables [2], and pictures [43,44].
The aesthetic and symbolic aspects (or value dimensions) of a package design seem to be less studied, even
though they have a significant influence on consumers‟ product choice [15,16,26,34]. In specific, going back to
our basic communication model, more studies are needed on the role of packaging design as an aesthetic and
symbolic carrier of the strategic intent and brand essence. In branding context, referring to the earlier mentioned
comprehension of holistic brand experience, it is suggested that it is the holistic appearance that counts when
meanings are being created. Meanings are not dictated by any individual elements like colors, graphical features
and shapes alone but by the gestalt of all elements working together [30]. The impact of such holistic visual
appearance on package perception at the point of purchase has been studied by many scholars [5,10,50,37], but
not from the particular view point of brand communication.
It is suggested that brand essence can be transmitted via multiple structural and visual elements [42]. In general,
it seems that building strong brands and evoking favorable consumer impressions often calls for strong and
distinctive visual representations. In the overflow of visual messaging, simplicity is needed [38]. Brands that are
boldly recognizable and distinctive and have simplistic package design seem often to perform better that their
less distinctive competitors. Current understanding in marketing and branding literature, as well as in practice, is
that brand communications should convey a single, clear message that is difficult to misinterpret. Therefore,
companies need to work on clear definitions of strategic intent and brand essence and creation of strong and
simple communications of the essence through visual references.

3. Experimental project on package communication
This challenge of communicating strategic intent and brand essence through package design was applied to an
experimental student project. In the academic year 2008-2009, a multidisciplinary group of four students
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(industrial design, graphic design, marketing, and engineering) worked on an assignment to improve the
packaging of specific products for three Finnish companies: Fiskars (garden tools), Fazer (chocolates), and
Kekkilä (soil and other gardening products). The student project was part of the International Design Business
Management Program (IDBM) at the Helsinki School of Economics. It was conducted under the “VIP –
Messenger Package” research project (2008-2010), a joint effort between IDBM, VTT Technical Research
Centre of Finland, the Association of Packaging Technology and Research (PTR), and seven Finnish companies.
For Fazer and Kekkilä, the objective of the student project was to introduce new package designs for their
current selected product lines. In the case of Fiskars garden tools, the focus was on improving the overall product
communication and strengthening the Fiskars brand message in the packages. In this paper, we report on the
Fiskars case more in detail.

3.1 Design process
In the project, various methods were used. To define the strategic intent and brand essence, in-depth discussions
and interviews were conducted with company representatives. In addition, a detailed review on current Fiskars
packages was performed to identify strength and weaknesses in visual communication. Students also performed
supporting research on package communication in different product fields, including trips to London Packaging
and Brand Museum and the Emballage packaging fair in Paris. Secondary research was executed through
literature review and analyses of various packaging blogs and websites. The analysis was then followed by a
concept design phase that was further divided into ideation and development phases. First, students were
mapping out the challenges and opportunities of packaging, brainstorming for novel ideas, and selecting most
prominent ideas into further development. The development phase resulted in initial sketches and concepts,
which were then revised in a number of iteration rounds. Finally, a number of mock-ups and other visual
presentations were produced.

3.2 Studying Fiskars brand essence and strategic intent
In the case of Fiskars, devotion on product functionality was seen as the brand essence. Fiskars tools have a
strong history and reputation of a producer of highly functional and ergonomic products. Fiskars well-known
signature orange-handled scissors (in production since 1967) are a good example of excellent functionality. The
development of Fiskars' gardening tools is also based on the same functionality and timeless design language the
scissors have created. Fiskars products are lightweight and easy to use, including innovative mechanisms that
enable people with even limited strength to use them effectively. Fiskars tools are recognized by their strong
contrasting orange and black colors, giving them a powerful and reliable appearance. In overall, Fiskars product
design is considered simple and honest.
These values, the brand essence of Fiskars, and strong products should be supported by packages in which the
products are displayed in stores. The aim of the analysis and concept design was to find new ways to enhance the
visual communication of packages as well as to support and even further strengthen the Fiskars brand. The key
attributes of Fiskars that should be communicated through package design were high quality, experience, nature,
style, and professional. Moreover, packages should help consumers to easily discover the use purpose of the
product.
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3.3 Analyzing and improving Fiskars packages
The student group analyzed current packages to see how well they correspond to the Fiskars brand essence and
clear recognition of the use purpose. Fiskars has a wide portfolio of gardening product families, and each product
family contains a wide range of different type of tools. Consequently, communicating the use purpose of the
product is a challenge. Just by looking at the product, a customer should clearly recognize the product as a
Fiskars, understand what is the product used for, and how it should be used. These aspects are an eliminate part
of Fiskars brand essence. From this viewpoint, a detailed analysis was performed on the various design features
of the current packages. In this paper, we use the Fiskars Power-Lever® pruners (see figure 2) as an exemplary
product.

Figure. 2 Fiskars Power-Lever® pruners and the current package
The analysis concluded, first of all, that the basic concept and shape of Fiskars package is rather idealistic in
terms of material usage, information sharing, functionality, and creativity. However, development challenges
were identified within the form and graphics that was regarded as not communicating the expertise of the
company and the use purpose of the tools in the best possible manner.
In specific, three focus points for development were identified; the overall appearance, infographics, and colors.
First, the overall appearance of Fiskars packages is currently very technical, which, on one hand, well reflects the
functionality and technical performance of the products. On the other hand, a high number of technical details
and complicated product names can easily alienate people. A more playful appearance could differentiate Fiskars
products from the competitors and also invite potential customers to more easily approach the products.
Second, infographics are currently used to indicate the use purpose and functionalities of the products. However,
they may confuse users as the visual formats vary and not all infographs are self-explanatory. If the infographics
fail to serve their purpose, the user is easily mislead, which is against Fiskars brand essence. The solution to
enhance infographics would be to streamline and downsize them. Infographics should be clearer and all follow
the same format.
Third, the current stands on which Fiskars products are displayed are easy to recognize by their strong orange
and black color. The product also looks good in the package and reflects the values of strength and good quality.
However, when the stand is looked at from a distance, the shape of the well designed product fades to the
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similarly colored background. Moreover, it is difficult to distinguish different products from each other. One
solution to enhance communication would be either to change the background colour of the package e.g. to
white, which would more clearly detach the product and its shape from the background. Another possibility
would be to change the proportions of colour usage (orange and black). Black is now perhaps too dominant since
the product itself is mainly black. Hence, the proportion of orange colour should be raised.
These three areas were in focus when new package concepts were next designed by the students. In one concept,
for instance, a more dynamic appeal was sought after by increasing the amount of orange color on the package.
This was meant to highlight the beautifully streamlined figure of the product and to prevent the product from
fading into the background. The product looks as good as it feels in hand, which the package should also
emphasize. In another concept, specific background pattern were used for specific models in order to help the
customer to recognize the technology in question. It was noticed that the true benefits of the technologies,
(PowerGear, Power-Lever, PowerStep, etc.) are not communicated clearly by the current packages. Furthermore,
the infographics were replaced by more expressive texts. Another concept addressed the issue of creating a more
human and light-hearted appearance for the product. This was implemented by changing the background color to
white and by adding a clearly written story about the proper use purpose of the product on the package. The
white color was also used to emphasize the impressive figure of the product.

4. Conclusions
To review the concepts, a workshop was organized for the company representatives and other parties of the VIP
research project. The workshop comprised moderated small group discussions and an overall round table review.
The final concepts were seen to meet well both the communicative intent to enhance the visual communication
of packages and to strengthen the Fiskars brand.
Our study of course has its limitations while it only reports one specific case. However, the Fiskars case
highlighted many central themes discussed in the first part of the paper. The project showed that the role of
package design in brand communication is central even in the case of high-involvement products like Fiskars
tools. Although the primary role of the package is to support the message of the core product, it can have a great
communicative power as such. In line with the earlier viewed studies, the holistic appearance was revealed to be
central for communication. Also the aspect of creating simplicity, clarity, and strong messages was highlighted in
this case. Colors were regarded perhaps the most important single element, particularly in the Fiskars case where
they are one of the strongest elements of brand recognition. The case also illustrates that brand and product
communication, when consistently used, can lead to a powerful mix of associations that point to the brand
essence.
To sum up, successful product packaging hinges on providing customers with distinctive and clear messages,
which means; defining and implementing solid brand essence, and creating product and package design that
supports the brand essence. Visual package design needs to transmit distinctive, clear and recognizable messages
that, in the contemporary market place with overflowing information, have the crucial ability to make a clear
statement about the brand essence, to cut to the chase.
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